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NOTES

Anton Traquair 9/28/15 Academy

Passing & Receiving

75 Minutes

Print Form

 - Split players into 2 even groups. One ball per team. Players move freely and look to 
receive the ball and move it on.

Coaching points:
Always checking over their shoulder to recognize where the space and team mates are to 
move the ball on quickly. Take the first touch in the direction we want to go.
Progressions: Can we do it 3 touches maximum? Can we do it with our weaker foot only?
 
Competition : Which team can make the most passes in 1 minute?
  

 - Players work back and forth in 2s. Player stops ball and back peddles and repeats cycle. 

Coaching points:
Check shoulder before stopping the ball and back peddling. Heel down and toe pointed 
upwards to stop the ball.
Progressions:
Weaker foot? Control with thigh/chest from underarm serve
Race back and forth

 - Split players into 2 even groups, half in the middle and half on the outside as servers with 
a ball.
 - Players have to check to the server and demand the ball. After passing back to the 
server they would check back through the middle square before going to another server 
who is available.

Coaching points:
Communicating with servers. Head up to look for available server. Change of speed/
direction
Progressions : Weaker foot? Control with thigh/chest and head back. Competition: point 
scoring.

 - Players experiment with weight of pass and aim to get the ball inside the box to score 
points

Coaching points:
Inside of the foot, chin over the ball, planting non kicking foot, follow through the ball, 

Progressions:
 - Extra points if they can play a chipped ball into the box
 - Weaker foot? Outside of the foot?


